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Abstract: Educational games have been used as an innovative instructional strategy 
in order to achieve learning more effectively. However, it is essential to 
systematically evaluate such games in order to obtain sound evidence on their impact. 
Thus, the objective of this article is to present the state of the art on how to 
systematically evaluate educational games. Therefore, we performed a systematic 
literature review with an initial sample of 21,291 articles from which 11 relevant 
articles have been identified, describing 7 approaches to systematically evaluate 
educational games. Based on these studies we analyze how the approaches are defined 
(quality factors, theoretical constructs), operationalized (research designs, data 
collection instruments, data analysis methods), how they have been developed 
(development methodology) and evaluated (evaluated aspects, number of applications 
& data points and data analysis methods). As a result, we can confirm that exist few 
approaches to systematically evaluate educational games. The majority of the 
approaches are developed in an ad-hoc manner, not providing an explicit definition of 
the study, its execution and data analysis. We also observed that among the few 
encountered approaches no clear pattern emerges on which quality factors to evaluate.  
This shows that there exists a need for research on the definition and 
operationalization of educational game evaluations in order to obtain more valid and 
uniform results.  
Keywords: educational games, serious games, games evaluation, systematic literature review, 
state of the art 
Categories: L.0.0, L.5.1 

1 Introduction  

Educational games (or serious games) are specifically designed to teach people about 
a certain subject, expand concepts, reinforce development, or assist them in drilling or 
learning a skill or seeking a change of attitude as they play [Dempsey, 96a]. In recent 
years, educational games have been used as an innovative instructional strategy in 
order to achieve more effectively learning on higher levels [Connolly, 12; Calderón, 
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15] in diverse knowledge areas, such as mathematics, language, business, health, 
computing, nutrition, firefighting, entertainment among others [Connolly, 12; 
Backlund, 13; Calderón, 15, Battistella, 16].  

Educational games are believed to result in a wide range of benefits, like 
increasing the learning effectiveness, interest and motivation as well as a reduction of 
training time and instructor load [Garris, 02; Prensky, 07; Wangenheim, 09a, 
Wouters, 13; Hamari, 16]. They are expected to be a fun and safe environment, where 
students can try alternatives and see the consequences, learning from their own 
mistakes and practical experiences [Pfahl, 01]. Thus, they are supposed to be an 
effective and efficient instructional strategy for teaching and learning. Yet these 
claims are questionable or at least not rigorously established [Hays, 05; Akili, 06; 
Wangenheim, 09a; All, 16]. But in order to use them effectively it is essential to 
systematically evaluate such games in order to obtain sound evidence on their impact. 

In this context, a number of literature reviews of educational games have been 
carried out to elicit empirical evidence of the games’ impact on student learning 
[Connolly, 12; Backlund, 13; Calderón, 15; Wangenheim, 09a; Wangenheim, 09b; 
Caulfield, 11; Gibson, 13]. Their findings show that most evaluations of educational 
games are performed in an ad-hoc manner in terms of research design, measurement 
and data collection & analysis lacking scientific rigor. However, few studies present a 
review of the existing well-defined approaches to systematically evaluate educational 
games, with the exception of [Connolly, 09]. In this article, the authors present a 
literature review on evaluation approaches for games-based learning [Connolly, 09] in 
which they identify 6 approaches. However, no details on the encountered approaches 
are presented and as the review has been conducted in 2008, new approaches may be 
available nowadays.  

Thus, in order to elicit the state of the art of how to systematically evaluate 
educational games, we conducted a systematic literature review. The main 
contribution of this paper is the analysis and summary of how the approaches are 
defined (quality factors, theoretical constructs), operationalized (research designs, 
data collection instruments, data analysis methods), developed (development 
methodology) and evaluated (evaluated aspects, number of applications, data 
points and data analysis methods), expecting to find theoretical and operational 
patterns. The results of this review may assist game designers and/or instructors to 
systematically evaluate educational games in order to obtain feedback and to identify 
improvement opportunities as well as to guide the application of games in educational 
practice.  

2 Background 

2.1 Educational games 

An educational game is an instructional strategy that involves competition and is 
organized by rules and restrictions to achieve a certain educational goal [Dempsey, 
96b]. They are specifically designed to teach specific concepts or to strengthen 
competencies [Abt, 02]. The use of games as instructional strategy is also known as 
game-based learning [Prensky, 07].  
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Educational games are characterized by various elements, such as goals, rules, 
restrictions, interaction, challenge, competition, rewards and feedback [Prensky, 07; 
Wangenheim, 12]. Intrinsic characteristics of games, such as competition stimulating 
the will to win, help students to stay focused on the learning activity [Prensky, 07].  

There exist a broad scope of games including digital and non-digital ones 
[Connolly, 12; Backlund, 13; Calderón, 15; Boyle, 16; Battistella, 16]. Digital games 
are developed for use in smartphones, computers, tablets, etc. [Mitamura, 12], 
whereas non-digital games exploring the use of resources such as boards, cards, 
pencils and papers [Connolly, 07]. Table 1 presents a classification in terms of 
platform of the different types of educational games, based on [Caulfield, 11; 
Connolly, 12; Battistella, 15]. 

 
Category Definition 
Digital game  Electronic game that involves human interaction with a user 

interface to generate visual feedback on an electronic device. 
 PC game stand-alone Game played on a general-purpose personal computer. 

online Game played on some form of computer network (Internet), 
using a personal computer. 

Console game  Game played on a specialized electronic device that connects 
to a common television set or composite video monitor. 

Mobile game  Game played on a mobile device, such as, phone, tablet media 
player, etc. 

Non-digital game Game that is not played on an electronic device. 
 Board game Game that involves counters or pieces moved or placed on a 

pre-marked surface or "board", according to a set of rules. 
 Card game Game using playing cards as the primary device with which 

the game is played. 
 Paper & pencil game Game that can be played solely with paper and pencil. 
 Prop game Game that is played using props (portable objects). 

Table 1: Game platforms [Battistella, 15]. 

Besides of classifying in terms of platforms, games also cover a broad spectrum 
of genres such as action, adventure, strategy, simulation, puzzle, quiz, role-playing 
(RPG), among others [Herz, 97]. In addition, another characteristic is the interaction 
mode between the game and players, the game interaction mode is typically classified 
in single-player, multi-players or multi-groups [Battistella, 15]. 

In recent years, educational games also have been used to teach competences in 
higher education context in diverse knowledge areas, such as health & wellness, 
culture, social skills, professional learning & training, among others [Rodriguez-
Cerezo, 14; Calderón, 15; Soflano, 15]. The type of game that attracts more interest is 
digital/computer games, principally PC games, yet, with a considerable trend also to 
non-digital games (paper & pencil, board games, etc.) [Calderón, 15, Battistella, 16]. 
In computing education, for example, simulation games, that allow to practice 
competencies in a realistic environment while keeping students engaged, are 
predominant.  Most games aim at learning objectives on lower cognitive levels, often 
being used to review and reinforce knowledge taught beforehand using different 
instructional strategies and/or the simulation of real-life situations teaching 
competencies on the application level [Wangenheim, 09a; Battistella, 16]. 
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2.2 Evaluation of Instructional Strategies 

The evaluation of an instructional strategy aims at measuring the level of its success, 
evaluating whether the target audience achieved the defined objectives. Evaluation 
should cover both the student learning, as well as the quality of elements, materials 
and resources that compose the instructional strategy [Branch, 10]. 

Instructional strategies can be evaluated through analytical or empirical methods. 
An analytical evaluation consists in an inspection performed by a group of experts 
[Preece, 02]. This type of evaluation is characterized by the non-involvement of end 
users and aims at identify potential issues. On the other hand, empirical studies 
involve end users collecting data while applying the instructional strategy. This is 
typically done in form of surveys, case studies or experiments [Wohlin, 12].  

Depending on the objective of the evaluation, models, methods, scales or 
frameworks can be used to conduct the research [Hevner, 10]:  
 A model consist of sets of propositions or statements expressing relationships 

between constructs (the conceptual vocabulary of a domain). 
 A method consist of sets used to perform tasks. 
 A framework is used as real or conceptual guide to serve as support. 
 A scale is an effective instrument to measure variables. 

 
A systematic evaluation following the process of an empirical study involves 

several phases, such as scoping, planning, operation, analysis & interpretation, and 
presentation & package. In the scoping phase, the evaluation objective and goals are 
defined. This includes the explicit specification of the quality factors to be evaluated 
such as learning, engagement, motivation, etc. In the planning phase, an appropriate 
research design is defined identifying also the level of evaluation based, for example, 
on the four-level model for evaluation [Kirkpatrick, 06], as shown in Table 2. 

 
Level Evaluation description 

and characteristics 
Examples of evaluation methods 
and instruments 

1 Reaction 
Evaluates how the participants felt 
about the training or learning 
experience. 

Feedback forms; verbal reactions; 
post-training questionnaires 

2 Learning 
Evaluates the increase in 
knowledge or skills. 

Reviews and tests before and after 
training; interview and observations 

3 Behavior 
Evaluates the degree to which new 
learning acquired actually transfers 
to the job performance. 

Observations and interviews over 
time to assess changes 

4 Results 
Evaluation of the effect on the 
business environment by the 
learner. 

Observation and measurement over 
time; interviews with participants, 
their managers and customer 
groups 

Table 2: Four-level model for evaluation [Kirkpatrick, 06]. 

Common study types and research designs used in evaluations in education 
contexts are summarized in Table 3. 
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Evaluation level 
[Kirkpatrick, 06] 

Study type Design Representati
on 
X=Treatment  
O=Measure
ment 
R=Random 
assignment 

1 – Reaction: Evaluates 
how the participants felt 
about the training or 
learning experience. 

Non-
experimental 

One-shot post-test only X O 

2 – Learning: Evaluates the 
increase in knowledge or 
skills. 

Non-
experimental 

One-shot pre-test/post-
test 

O X O 

Quasi -
experimental 

Static group comparison 
group 

X O 
O 

Static group pre-test – 
post-test 

O X O 
O     O 

Times Series O O X O O 

Experimental 

Randomizes post-test 
only 

R X O 
R     O 

Randomized pre-
test/post-test 

R O X O 
R O     O 

Randomized pre-
test/post-test control 
group 

R O X1 O 
R O X2 O 

Table 3: Common types of research design [Wangenheim, 09a; Shadish, 02]. 

In order to achieve the evaluation goal(s), measurement has to take place [Fenton, 
98; Wohlin, 12]. Therefore, measures and data collection instruments have to be 
defined in a way that allows to trace the evaluation goal to the data to be collected and 
also provides a framework for analyzing and interpreting the data with respect to the 
goals. The operation phase includes the preparation and execution of the study by 
applying the treatment (the educational game and optionally other instructional 
strategies for comparison) and collecting data as defined. During the analysis & 
interpretation phase, the collected data is analyzed with respect to the evaluation 
goal(s). Depending on the nature of the collected data, this may be done by using 
qualitative and/or quantitative analysis methods ranging from descriptive statistics to 
inferential statistics as summarized in Figure 1 [Wohlin, 12; Freedman, 07]. 

The analyzed data is interpreted, answering the analysis questions and, 
consequently, obtaining the evaluation goal. 

3 Methodology 

In order to elicit the state of the art on how to systematically evaluate educational 
games, we performed a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) following the procedure 
defined by [Kitchenham, 10]. A SLR uses systematic and explicit methods to identify, 
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evaluate and interpret all relevant studies for clearly defined research questions 
[Clark, 03; Kitchenham, 10]. Figure 2 illustrates the steps of the adopted SLR process. 

 

Figure 1: Data analysis methods  

 

 

Figure 2: Activity diagram of SLR process (adapted from [Kitchenham, 10]) 

As shown in Figure 2, the SLR process is divided into three phases: definition, 
execution and analysis. In the definition phase (Section 4), research objectives are 
identified and a systematic review protocol is defined. The protocol specifies the 
central research questions and the procedures that will be used to conduct the review, 
including the definition of inclusion/exclusion criteria, quality criteria, data sources, 
and search string. The execution phase (Section 5) consists of the search and 
identification of relevant studies, and their selection in accordance to the 
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inclusion/exclusion and quality criteria established in the protocol. Once identified, 
data related to the research question(s) is extracted from the relevant studies, analyzed 
and synthesized during the analysis phase (Sections 6 and 7). 

4 Definition of the Systematic Literature Review 

This research aims at the elicitation of the state of the art on how to systematically 
evaluate educational games. In accordance to this objective, we performed a SLR, 
following the steps defined in Section 3, focusing on the following research questions.  
 
Research Questions 
RQ1: Which models, methods, scales, or frameworks (approaches) exist to 
systematically evaluate educational games?  
RQ2: Which quality and/or sub-quality factors are evaluated? 
RQ3: How data collection and analysis is operationalized? 
RQ4: How these approaches have been developed? 
RQ5: How these approaches have been evaluated?  
 
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria. In accordance to our research objective/questions, 
criteria for selecting only relevant studies were defined. We included only articles that 
presented a well-defined approach to systematically evaluate educational games for 
teaching any knowledge area. We focused only on articles of empirical 
studies/evaluations, written in English (or in Portuguese with an abstract in English), 
available via digital libraries published during the last 20 years (between January 
1995 and October 2015).  
On the other hand, we excluded:  

 Any study not related to well-defined approach; 
 Any study not related to an empirical study/evaluation; 
 Articles that present the evaluation of an educational game, but do not use a 

well-defined approach. 
 

Quality criteria. In addition to our inclusion/exclusion criteria, we also superficially 
assessed the quality of the reported studies, considering only articles that provide 
substantial information on the evaluation approach. 
 
Data Sources and Search String. Data sources have been chosen based on their 
relevance in the computing domain, including: ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, 
Springer Link, Science Direct and Wiley Online Library. In addition, we also 
searched via Google Scholar, in order to also consider articles published outside the 
computing domain, but which may provide a relevant contribution. 

In accordance to our research objective, we defined the search string by 
identifying core concepts such as model, educational games, and evaluation including 
also synonyms as indicated in Table 4.   
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Core Concepts Synonyms  
model method, framework, scale 
educational games serious games, game-based learning 
evaluation assessment 

Table 4: Keywords 

Using these keywords, the search string has been calibrated and adapted in 
conformance with the specific syntax of each of the data sources as presented in Table 
5.  
 

Data source Search String 
ACM Digital Library (model OR method OR framework  OR scale) AND 

("educational games" OR "serious games" OR "game-based 
learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment) for: ((model OR 
method OR framework OR scale) AND ("educational games" 
OR "serious games" OR "game-based learning") AND 
(evaluation OR assessment)) Published since January 1995 

IEEE Xplore ((model OR method OR framework OR scale) AND 
("educational games" OR "serious games" OR "game-based 
learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment) IN metadata) AND 
(pyr >= 1995 AND pyr <= 2015) 

Springer Link '(model OR method OR framework OR scale) AND 
("educational games" OR "serious games" OR "game-based 
learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment)' published between 
1995 - 2015 within Article  

Science Direct pub-date > 1994 and ((model OR method OR framework OR 
scale) AND ("educational games" OR "serious games" OR 
"game-based learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment) ) 

Wiley Online Library (model OR method OR framework OR scale) AND 
("educational games" OR "serious games" OR "game-based 
learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment) in All Fields 
between years 1995 and 2015 Publication type: Journals 

Google Scholar (model OR method OR framework OR scale) AND 
("educational games" OR "serious games" OR "game-based 
learning") AND (evaluation OR assessment) Custom range: 
1995-2015 

Table 5: Search Strings 

5 Execution of the Review 

The SLR was conducted in October and November 2015 by the first author, a 
Computer Science Ph.D. candidate, and was reviewed by a senior researcher (second 
author). In the initial search, we found a total of 21,291 articles. Table 6 summarizes 
the returned results per data source. From Google Scholar we selected only the 1,000 
most relevant results (100 first pages), from ACM Digital Library and Science Direct 
the 1,000 most relevant results, observing a lack of relevancy after these quantities. 
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From IEEExplore, SpringerLink and Wiley online library all returned articles were 
analyzed. As result, a total of 4,738 articles were analyzed during the first stage. 
 

 
Google 
Scholar 

ACM IEEExplore 
Springer 
Link 

Science 
Direct 

    Wiley Total 

Initial 
Search 

17,000 1,314 138 791 1,239 809 21,291 

Total 
analyzed 
during 
1st stage 

1,000 1,000 138 791 1,000 809 4,738 

Selected 
after 1st 
stage 

68 8 14 6 15 8 119 

Selected 
after 2nd 
stage 

5 0 2 0 3 1 11 

Table 6: Search results 

During the first stage, the search results were quickly analyzed based on their title 
and short summary. The abstract was read only in case the title did not provide 
evidence of any exclusion criteria. Irrelevant and duplicate papers were removed. This 
stage left us with 119 potentially relevant articles. Then, we performed a second stage 
of selection. In this stage, we analyzed the full abstract of the articles and quickly 
scoped the article for information on the evaluation approach. In this stage, we 
excluded articles focusing only on heuristic/usability evaluation of educational games 
[Gunter, 08; Omar, 08; Omar, 10] and/or non-educational video games [Pinelle, 08; 
Sweetser, 12]. As a result, 11 articles (describing a total of 7 approaches) were 
identified as primary studies. The complete list of relevant articles is available in 
Appendix 1 and 2.   

6 Data Extraction  

In accordance with the defined research questions, we systematically extracted 
information in a spreadsheet from each article selected for analysis. Table 7 shows the 
data items that were extracted. 

The articles were read thoroughly and data was extracted by the first author and 
reviewed by the second author. Data extraction was hindered in several cases by the 
way in which the studies were reported. Most papers lack sufficient detail about the 
definition, development and validation of the evaluation approach. In some cases, 
more than one evaluation approach was reported in one article, or the same approach 
was reported by more than one article. In these cases, we extracted the information on 
each of the approaches separately. A complete overview of the extracted data is 
available in Appendix 1 and 2.   
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Research 
question 

Data Item Description 

RQ1: Which 
models, methods, 
scales, or 
frameworks 
(approaches) exist 
to systematically 
evaluate 
educational 
games? 

Reference Reference of the study. 
Name Acronym or name of the approach. 
Instructional strategy The instructional strategy focused by 

approach. 
Overview A graphic overview of the approaches. 

RQ2: Which 
quality and/or 
sub-quality 
factors are 
evaluated? 

Quality (sub-) 
factor(s) 

Quality (sub-) factor(s) that are evaluated. 

Theoretical basis The theoretical construct(s) used to define 
the quality factors that are evaluated. 

RQ3: How data 
collection and 
analysis is 
operationalized? 
 

Study type Study type classified based on Table 3 
following common research designs used in 
education contexts. 

Data collection 
instrument(s) 

Instrument(s) used for data collection, such 
as questionnaires, interviews, or 
observations. 

Response format Type of measurement scales used for data 
collection. 

Data analysis 
method(s) 

Method(s) used for data analysis based on 
the classification presented in Figure 1. 

RQ4: How these 
approaches have 
been developed? 

Development 
methodology 

Methodology used to develop the approach. 

RQ5: How these 
approaches have 
been evaluated?  
 

Evaluated factors Factors used to evaluate the approach. 
Number of 
applications 

Number of studies applying the approach. 

Data points Number of data points collected during the 
applications used to evaluate the approach. 

Data analysis 
method(s) 

Method(s) used for data analysis to evaluate 
the approach. 

Findings Brief description of the principal results of 
the study. 

Table 7: Data items extracted 

7 Data Analysis 

In total, we identified 11 articles describing 7 approaches to evaluate educational 
games. Although we considered the last 20 years (1995-2015) in our review, we only 
encountered relevant publications in the last 10 years, after 2006, as shown in Figure 
3. This shows that the interest in approaches to systematically evaluate educational 
games has been growing in the last years. 
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Figure 3: Distribution of studies per year of publication. 

In order to present our findings, we analyze each of the research questions 
separately. 

 
RQ1: Which models, methods, scales, or frameworks (approaches) exist to 
systematically evaluate educational games?  

Analyzing the selected studies, we identified 7 different approaches to 
systematically evaluate educational games. Three approaches present a framework 
[Connolly, 09; Freitas, 06; Carvalho, 12], two approaches present a scale [Fu, 09; Ak, 
12], one approach presents a method [Mayer, 12] and another approach presents a 
model [Savi, 11]. We present a brief description of each one approach. 

The Evaluation Framework for Effective Games-based Learning (GBL) 
[Connolly, 09] is a framework for GBL based on key measurements identified in the 
literature. The purpose of the framework is to identify what can potentially be 
evaluated in a GBL application. The approach proposes the evaluation of GBL with 
respect to learner performance, learner/academic motivation, learner/academic 
perceptions, learner/academic preferences, the GBL environment itself and the 
collaboration between players. The framework can be customized to particular 
requirements depending on particular analytical measurement is needs. 

Another approach is the four-dimensional framework [Freitas, 06]. This 
framework helps tutors to evaluate the potential of using games- and simulation-based 
learning in their practice. The framework allows practitioners to be more critical 
about how they embed games and simulations into their lesson plans. It allows 
researchers and evaluators to develop metrics for supporting effective analysis of 
existing educational games and simulations and allows educational designers to 
consider a more user-based and specialized set of educationally specific factors. The 
four dimensions evaluated by the framework are: context, learner or learner group, 
internal representation world, and process of learning. 

Carvalho (2012) presents an evaluation framework that assesses the efficiency of 
GBL focusing on engineering education [Carvalho, 12]. Covering the two first levels 
of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model (reaction and learning) [Kirkpatrick, 06], the 
framework is divided in three stages: alpha-testing, beta-testing and gamma-testing 
each with clear objectives, predefined protocols and data collection tools. The 
framework assesses the games’ efficiency in terms of game play, game story, 
mechanisms, usability, knowledge, motivation, and satisfaction. 
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Fu et al. (2009) present EGameFlow [Fu, 09], a scale that assesses user 
enjoyment of e-learning games to help developers to understand strengths and 
weaknesses from the students’ perception in accordance to evaluation level 1 
(reaction) [Kirkpatrick, 06]. It evaluates the game’s quality with respect to eight 
factors: immersion, social interaction, challenge, goal clarity, feedback, concentration, 
control, and knowledge improvement. 

Another scale was proposed by [Ak, 12]. This scale aims at the selection of good 
educational computer games. The scale is intended to measure the quality of games 
before applying it in class. Game quality is measured in terms of enjoyment and 
learning. 

A comprehensive methodology for the research and evaluation of serious games 
was proposed by [Mayer, 12]. This generic evaluation methodology for serious 
gaming, consists of a framework, conceptual models, research designs, evaluation 
constructs and scales, and data collection techniques. The methodology assesses 
serious games in three different moments (pre-game, in-game, and post-game) in 
terms of previous experiences/skills, game performance, game play, game experience, 
player satisfaction, and learning. 

Another methodology is also provided based on the model MEEGA (Model for 
the Evaluation of Educational Games) [Savi, 11] that is specifically developed for the 
evaluation of educational games. The model focuses on evaluation level 1 (reaction) 
[Kirkpatrick, 06], capturing the reaction of students after they played the game by 
applying a standardized questionnaire. MEEGA measures three quality dimensions of 
educational games: motivation, user experience, and learning. The model is also 
accompanied by a process on how to apply the evaluation model in practice. 

 
RQ2: Which quality and/or sub-quality factors are evaluated? 

In order to answer this question, we analyzed the quality and/or sub-quality 
factors evaluated by the identified approaches. In summary, we identified 52 different 
quality and/or sub-quality factors that have been used by the approaches to evaluate 
educational games. All approaches use more than one quality factor to evaluate the 
games. The evaluated quality factors are shown in Figure 4 indicating their 
frequencies by the size of the factor (and the associated number).  

 

 

Figure 4: Frequencies of quality and/or sub-quality factors used. 

As shown in Figure 4, we can observe a wide diversity of quality factors 
evaluated not allowing the identification of any clear pattern. Another issue is that 
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only very few studies systematically derivate the metrics by decomposing the quality 
factors based on theoretical constructs, as e.g., MEEGA [Savi, 11], using the ARCS 
(Attention, Relevance, Competence, Satisfaction) model [Keller, 87] to decompose 
the motivation concept. Therefore, we present a list of all quality and/or sub-quality 
factors identified in the selected studies (instead of a hierarchical decomposition) in 
Table 8. 

 

Quality/sub-
quality factor 

Quantity of 
approaches 
considering 
this factor 

Description 

Learning  6 

The evaluation of this factor refers to the improvement of 
competence. Only one study [Savi, 11] evaluates the 
learning effect with regard to a systematic definition of 
learning levels based on Bloom’s taxonomy [Bloom, 56]. 
[Connolly, 09] defines learning as learner performance, that 
an improvement in the performance of the learner as a result 
of the intervention. 

Social Interaction  4 
Social interaction refers to the creation of a feeling of shared 
environment and being connected with others in activities of 
cooperation or competition [Fu, 09]. 

Challenge  3 

Challenge means that a game needs to be sufficiently 
challenging with respect to the player’s competency level. 
The increase of difficulty should occur at an appropriate 
pace accompanying the learning curve. New obstacles and 
situations should be presented throughout the game to 
minimize fatigue and to keep the students interested 
[Sweetser, 05]. 

Competence  3 

Players need to realize that their competencies are at a level 
where it is possible to overcome the challenges of the game. 
As the difficulty increase, challenges should require the 
player to develop their competencies to advance in the game 
and have fun [Sweetser, 05; Poels, 07; Takatalo, 10]. 

Immersion  3 

Immersion allows the player to have an experience of deep 
involvement within the game, creating a challenge with real-
world focus, so that s/he forgets about the outside world 
during gameplay [Fu, 09]. 

Fun  3 
Fun refers to students' feeling of pleasure, happiness, 
relaxing and distraction [Poels, 07]. 

Relevance  2 

Relevance refers to the students need to realize that the 
educational proposal is consistent with their goals and that 
they can link content with their professional or academic 
future [Keller, 87]. 

Goal Clarity  2 
Games need to have clearly defined goals with manageable 
rules [Fu, 09]. 

Usability 2 

[Carvalho, 12] defines usability in terms of awareness of 
progress, consistence of interface (colors, fonts), controls 
and visual feedback. [Connolly, 09] refers to Usability in 
terms of task completion times, average task completion 
times, the ease of the task, the number of errors made while 
performing a task and the ranking of the tasks by the 
learners. 

Motivation 2 
Concept used in a general way without any further 
decomposition [Carvalho, 12; Mayer, 12]. 

Flow  2 
Games should be designed to generate positive affects in 
players facilitating flow experience [Kiili, 05], where flow is 
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a state in which complete absorption or engagement is 
realized [Csikszentmihalyi, 91; Ak, 12]. 

Satisfaction  1 
Satisfaction means that the students must feel that the 
dedicated effort results in learning [Keller, 87]. 

Attention  1 

Attention refers to students' cognitive responses to 
instructional stimuli. It is desirable to obtain and maintain a 
satisfactory level of attention of students during a learning 
period [Keller, 87]. 

Confidence  1 

Confidence means to enable students to make progress in 
the study of educational content through their effort and 
ability (e.g., through exercises with increasing level of 
difficulty) [Keller, 87]. 

Concentration  1 
Games need to screen out distraction and make 
concentration possible [Fu, 09]. 

Feedback  1 
Games need to provide clear information on how the 
participants are doing [Fu, 09]. 

Arousal  1 
[Sherry, 06] state that arousal is an emotion that results from 
fast actions and high quality graphics [Ak, 12]. 

Collaboration  1 

Refers to the achievement of learning outcomes or particular 
goals by log files monitoring interaction, mapping team 
aspects to learner comments, measuring the regularity and 
level of collaboration and learner group reflection essays 
[Connolly, 09]. 

Control  1 

Games need to allow the player to have a sense of control 
over the interactions that should be easy to learn and allow 
them to explore the game freely and at their own pace 
[Poels, 07; Takatalo, 10]. 

Game Play  1 
Refers to all player experiences during its interaction with 
the game [Carvalho, 12]. 

Game story 1 
Game story refers to how much the storyline is linear, clear, 
and interesting [Carvalho, 12]. 

Curiosity  1 
Games need to evoke curiosity, e.g. through mysteries 
[Garris, 02] [Ak, 12]. 

Deployment  1 

Deployment is intended to encompass the most effective 
method of incorporation of the GBL application into the 
educational context and can also mean the preference of 
different gaming conditions [Connolly, 09]. 

Enjoyment  1 
Refers to feelings of pleasure, appreciation when playing the 
game [Carvalho, 12]. 

Fantasy  1 
Fantasy is the ability to do things in the games that people 
are not able to do in real life such as flying, driving race cars 
etc. [Sherry, 06] [Garris, 02] [Ak, 12]. 

Interest  1 
Interest refers to how much the game is interesting and 
attractive for the students' learning [Carvalho, 12]. 

Learner/instructor 
attitudes  1 

Refers to learner and instructor attitudes towards various 
elements that may alter the effectiveness of the intervention. 
These elements include: learner attitudes towards the taught 
subject, learner attitudes towards games [Connolly, 09]. 

Learner/instructor 
Motivation 

1 

Refers to the particular motivations of the learner for using 
the intervention, the learner level of interest in participating 
in the intervention, participation over a prolonged period of 
time and determining what particular motivations are the 
most important [Connolly, 09]. 

Learner/instructor 
Perceptions 

1 

Refers to perceptions associated with the learners such as 
their perception of the overview of time within a game or 
simulation, how real the game is and its correspondence 
with reality [Connolly, 09]. 

Learner/instructor 1 Refers to learner preference for media when teaching the 
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Preferences material, preference of conventional or GBL training, 
preference and utilization of particular game features, most 
preferred positive and negative aspects of the game and 
preference for different competitive modes [Connolly, 09]. 

Mystery  1 
[Berlyne, 60] explains that mystery is a result of the 
incongruity of information complexity, novelty, surprise and 
violation of expectations [Ak, 12]. 

Scaffolding 1 
Scaffolding refers to the advice and resources within the 
environment to support the learner in completing their 
learning outcomes [Connolly, 09]. 

Social Presence  1 
Level of social presence is related to the immersion and 
interaction in the game world [Connolly, 09]. 

User Experience  1 
[Carvalho, 12] refers to the students’ emotions and attitudes 
about using a particular game. 

Virtual 
Environment 

1 

In terms of the actual virtual environment itself the 
evaluation criteria may include: background environment 
and characters including virtual agent expressiveness, 
environmental alteration, advice importance within the 
environment, the context of the environment in terms of 
real-world decision making support and general game 
difficulty [Connolly, 09]. 

Pedagogic 
considerations  

1 

Refers to the processes of learning both during the course of 
formal curricula based learning time and during informal 
learning. In particular, this dimension promotes the 
practitioners’ reflection upon methods, theories, models and 
frameworks used to support learning practice [Freitas, 06]. 

Learner 
specification  

1 

Refers to attributes of the particular learner or learner group, 
this may include the age and level of the group, as well as 
specific components of how they learn including their 
learning background, styles and preferences [Freitas, 06]. 

Context 1 

Refers to the particular context where play/learning takes 
place, including macro-level historical, political and 
economic factors as well as micro-level factors such as the 
availability of specific resources and tools. The tutor’s own 
specific background and understanding as well as the 
availability of technical support [Freitas, 06]. 

Mode of 
representation  

1 

Refers to the internal representational world of the game or 
simulation, which in this context includes: the mode of 
presentation, the interactivity, the levels of immersion and 
fidelity used in the game or simulation [Freitas, 06]. 

Time 1 Metric relating to in-game scores [Mayer, 12]. 
Avoidable mistakes 1 Metric relating to in-game scores [Mayer, 12]. 

Dominance 1 
Gameplay metric to measure the domain of the player about 
the game [Mayer, 12]. 

Power 1 
Gameplay metric to measure the power of the player about 
the game [Mayer, 12]. 

Influence 1 
Gameplay metric to measure the influence of the player on 
the game [Mayer, 12]. 

Engagement 1 
The game was engaging and the game sustained their 
engagement [Mayer, 12]. 

Clarity 1 
Refers clarity and easy understanding of the game [Mayer, 
12]. 

Attractiveness 1 
Affect how much the product captures the user's emotional 
responses [Mayer, 12]. 

Ease of use 1 

Ease of use refers to how much the game's information are 
clear, organized, if the students know where they are and 
how to get where they want, it is user friendly and simple to 
use [Mayer, 12]. 
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Student’s efforts 1 
Refers to the student's efforts to achieve the goals of the 
game to win [Mayer, 12]. 

Role identification 1 
Level of identification of its role and activities in the game 
[Mayer, 12]. 

Facilitator 1 
Refers to the help / support offered by the game [Mayer, 
12]. 

Presence 1 
Refers to the level of attention captured by the game 
[Mayer, 12] 

Table 8: Evaluated factors/sub- factors 

RQ3: How data collection and analysis is operationalized? 
In order to answer this question, we analyzed how the approaches operationalize 

the evaluation, including research designs, data collection instruments, and data 
analysis methods. 

Analyzing the research designs, we classified the approaches in accordance to 
common study types as presented in Section 2.2. Two approaches [Fu, 09; Carvalho, 
12] provide an evaluation approach to be conducted in an ad-hoc manner, not 
providing a systematic definition of the evaluation objective. Only one approach 
[Savi, 11] proposes the conduction of the evaluation in form of a case study (non-
experimental). The process defined by MEEGA explicitly defines the evaluation 
objective and provides a standardized questionnaire based on the systematically 
defined model to be applied after the treatment (educational game) to collect data on 
the learners’ perception. The approach proposed by [Mayer, 12] defines a quasi-
experimental design, similar to the experimental design, but without a random 
allocation of learners to the experimental or control group.  

No information on the operationalization of the evaluation was given by [Ak, 12; 
Connolly, 09; Freitas, 06]. 

Analyzing the kind of data collection instruments, we identified that the majority 
collect data via questionnaires (3 approaches), but only two approaches have 
systematically developed and statistically evaluated [Savi, 11; Fu, 09]. [Carvalho, 12] 
also is used a questionnaire as data collection instrument, but not provide information 
about its validity. Analyzing the response format of these scales we identified that the 
Likert scale is the most used one (3 approaches), typically, representing the lowest 
and highest degree to which respondents agree with the items. In addition, an ordinal 
scale also is used (2 approaches) to measure specific characteristics.  

Others data collection methods used include semi-structured interviews 
[Carvalho, 12] and tests in order to assess the knowledge of the students [Carvalho, 
12]. 

Analyzing the data analysis methods of the selected studies, only two approaches 
[Fu, 09; Savi, 11] provide information about which methods are used to analyze the 
data collected. [Savi, 11] uses descriptive statistical methods (median/mode) and 
graphical visualization techniques such as histogram and frequency diagrams. [Fu, 
09] uses descriptive statistics methods such as mean, standard deviation, and Pearson 
correlation coefficient to examine the dependency between variables. In addition, this 
approach also includes hypothesis testing in order to reject (or accept) a hypothesis 
with respect to a quality factor of the game. The t-test is used to compare two sample 
means, in a one factor-two treatments design and ANOVA is used to evaluate the 
discrepancy in the level of psychological enjoyment between subjects [Fu, 09]. 
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RQ4: How these approaches have been developed? 
Analyzing the selected studies, we identified that most of approaches (5) do not 

report a systematic methodology to develop the approach. In general, the approaches 
seem to be developed in ad-hoc manner [Carvalho, 12] or only based on theoretical 
constructs [Ak, 12; Mayer, 12; Connolly, 09], but not providing an explicit definition 
of the objective, measures or data collection instruments. 

On the other hand, two approaches report a systematic methodology for their 
development [Savi,11; Fu, 09]. MEEGA and EGameFlow follow the Scale 
Development Guide [DeVellis, 03] to systematically develop a measurement 
instrument. In addition, MEEGA has been developed by using the GQM 
(Goal/Question/Metric) approach [Basili, 94] to explicitly define a measurement 
program for evaluating three quality dimensions of educational games: motivation, 
user experience and learning based on theoretical constructs.  
 
RQ5: How these approaches have been evaluated?  

In order to answer this question, we analyzed the factors used to evaluate the 
approaches. We identified that the most of approaches (5) do not explicitly define 
criteria. Typically, the approaches (4) are proposed and partially evaluated through 
some case or pilot studies, applying the approach to evaluate an educational game in 
class [Carvalho, 12; Mayer, 12; Connolly, 09; Freitas, 06]. No information with 
respect to its evaluation was encountered for the approach proposed by [Ak, 12].  

On the other hand, two approaches present a systematic evaluation [Savi, 11; Fu, 
09]. MEEGA has been evaluated in terms of its applicability, utility, validity and 
reliability through three case studies in two different courses on three educational 
games [Savi, 11]. A total of 79 data points were collected and analyzed with respect 
to [Devellis, 03]: intercorrelation of scale items, item-total correlation, variance, 
mean, and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The model was considered easy to use, 
requires little interruption of classes and the measuring instrument used for data 
collection presented a satisfactory performance on a statistical analysis of validation. 

EGameFlow has been evaluated in terms of its item analysis, reliability and 
validity through 4 games sessions in the same course, using different e-learning 
games [Fu, 09]. A total of 166 data points were collected and analyzed using the 
following tests: mean, standard deviation, extreme group comparison, test for 
homogeneity, t-test, ANOVA, Pearson’s correlation, and Cronbach’s alpha 
correlation. Statistical analyzes showed that the scale developed demonstrates high 
validity and reliability, which makes it an effective tool for assessing e-learning 
games. 

8 Discussion 

Considering that in the last 20 years, only 7 evaluation  approaches have been 
encountered used in 11 studies, indicates the need for a more large-scale application 
of such evaluations of educational games. We can observe that there exist a few 
number of approaches to systematically evaluate educational games. 

Analyzing the selected approaches (RQ1), we identified that most propose a 
framework (3 approaches) to systematically evaluate educational games [Connolly, 
09, Freitas, 06; Carvalho, 12]. Typically the frameworks define a set of criteria 
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ranging from pedagogical perspective to gaming perspective, including context, 
environment, learner specifications, preferences, game play, user experience, etc. 
[Freitas, 06; Connolly, 09; Carvalho, 12]. These criteria are used to guide and to help 
support instructors/tutors to evaluate educational games in a particular learning 
context and knowledge area [Freitas, 06]. Thus, these frameworks are considered a 
flexible and easy to use approach, with the ability to help practitioners to reflect upon 
learning processes and approaches [Freitas, 06]. However, the frameworks itself do 
not provide guidance on how to conduct the evaluation, data collection and analysis.  

In this regard, the work presented by [Fu, 09; Ak, 12] propose scales providing 
effective instruments to systematically measure the quality of the games [Fu, 09]. 
However, only the EGameFlow scale [Fu, 09] has been evaluated analyzing its 
validity and reliability as an effective tool to evaluate the level of enjoyment provided 
by e-learning games to their users [Fu, 09]. On the other hand, no evaluation of the 
scale proposed by [Ak, 12] has been encountered, thus, leaving its validity and 
reliability questionable [Kitchenham, 95; Kimberlin, 08].  

As the most comprehensive support, two methods have been encountered. 
[Mayer, 12] proposes a generic evaluation method for serious game. But, although the 
method provides comprehensive support, including a framework, conceptual models, 
research designs, evaluation constructs and scales, and data gathering techniques, no 
information on the applicability and validity of this method have been encountered.  
On the other hand, the MEEGA [Savi, 11] provides an evaluation method by the 
evaluation process based in the MEEGA model that has been systematically 
developed by using the GQM approach to explicitly define a measurement program. 
This model has been evaluated in terms of its applicability, usefulness, validity and 
reliability through a series of case studies. Currently, MEEGA seems to be used more 
widely in practice being reported by several studies from different authors evaluating 
different games and contexts [Calderón, 15]. 

Analyzing the quality factors used to evaluate educational games (RQ2), we 
observed that, there exist a large diversity of factors. However, the 
learning/knowledge improvement is in fact the factor most evaluated as expected as 
the main objective of educational games is to potentiate the students’ learning. 
Learning is often evaluated by comparing the competence level after game playing 
with the competence level beforehand, typically based on a pre/post-test score 
[Mayer, 12] or through a self-assessment after game play [Fu, 09; Savi, 11]. Besides 
learning, most approaches also consider several other quality factors, such as 
challenge, competence, social interaction, fun, usability, etc. also confirming the 
findings of  [Calderón, 15] with respect to educational games in diverse knowledge 
areas. These factors are evaluated as they are considered important in order to 
promote a deeper and active learning.  

In general, we observed the lack of a consistent pattern of the quality factors to be 
evaluated and/or their decomposition. Some studies decompose the quality factors 
based literature, as [Savi, 11], explicitly decomposing motivation based on the ARCS 
model [Keller, 87], which defines four factors to represent motivation in instructional 
design: attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction. On the other hand, some 
studies use the concept of motivation in a general way without any further 
decomposition [Carvalho, 12]. This can also be observed with respect to the concept 
of user experience. MEEGA [Savi, 11] decomposes user experience in terms of fun, 
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competence, challenge, social interaction, and immersion, based on [Sweetser, 05; 
Poels, 07; Gámez, 09; Takatalo, 10]. On the other hand, others studies not explicitly 
decompose the concept of user experience [Carvalho, 12].  

In general, we also observed a lack of methodological support provided in order 
to operationalize the data collection and analysis (RQ3). Only two approaches provide 
an explicit definition of the research design, data collection instruments, and data 
analysis methods.  

Only one approach [Mayer, 12] proposes the usage of a more rigorous quasi-
experimental research design as a best practice to assess game-based learning [All, 
16]. One reason for the lack of further experimental research designs may be the 
effort required to conduct experiments by not only collecting data after the treatment 
but also before its application. This may cause a major disruption in the flow of the 
course and not well accepted by the learners themselves. In addition, experiments 
require control groups that may be impaired by using alternative instructional 
strategies being considered inferior. Furthermore, in order to obtain statistically 
significant results from such experiments a considerable sample size is required, 
especially when taking into consideration the need of not only the experimental but 
also a control group [All, 16]. Thus, even when undertaking this considerable amount 
of effort, the experimental studies may not yield significant results. A more viable 
alternative in practice may be the conduction of case studies, a non-experimental 
method, typically using a one-shot post-test only design, as proposed by MEEGA 
[Savi, 11]. Adopting this research strategy, the evaluation goal is assessed based on 
the students’ perceptions through a standardized questionnaire after the game’s 
application. An advantage is that the evaluation can be performed without a lot of 
effort in a relative non-intrusive way during the normal flow of the course. However, 
such self-assessments may lead to results with low validity, if data is collected via ad-
hoc questionnaires or interviews. Therefore, a compromise may be the development 
of standardized questionnaires increasing the validity and reliability of the data being 
collected.  

However, as result of our review we identified as a significant weakness the way 
how data collection instruments (typically questionnaires) are developed in an ad-hoc 
manner (RQ4). Yet, in order to obtain valid results, it is imperative to systematically 
define and operationalize the measures and data collection instruments [Kitchenham, 
95; Kimberlin, 08]. Only two approaches [Savi, 11; Fu, 09] propose systematically 
developed and evaluated questionnaires. MEEGA has been developed by using GQM 
[Basili, 94], to explicitly define a measurement program [Savi, 11], systematically 
deriving analysis questions, measures and to guide the analysis of the collected. Both, 
MEEGA and EGameFlow use scale-development theory and methods proposed by 
[DeVellis, 03]. MEEGA and EGameFlow are also the only studies [Savi, 11; Fu, 09] 
that explicitly report a systematic evaluation (RQ5). The criteria used for validation 
[Savi, 11; Fu, 09], are defined based on scale-development theory [DeVellis, 03] 
including applicability, utility, validity, and reliability. The other approaches we 
encountered in our review seem to have been evaluated through case or pilot studies 
only not validating the models/data collection instruments [Carvalho, 12; Mayer, 12; 
Connolly, 09; Freitas, 06].  

With respect to data analysis methods, most approaches also do not provide 
support. Again, only MEEGA and EGameFlow [Savi, 11; Fu, 09] provide explicit 
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support on how to analyze the collected data. These approaches, typically, use 
quantitative methods, including descriptive statistics to measure central tendency, 
dispersion, and measures of dependency. To assist in the understanding results, 
graphical visualization techniques are used. In addition, EGameFlow also proposes 
the usage of hypothesis testing to compare two sample means [Fu, 09]. 

8.1 Threats to validity 

As in any systematic review, there exist threats to validity to the results presented. 
We, therefore, identified potential threats and applied mitigation strategies in order to 
minimize their impact on our research. 
Publication bias. Systematic reviews suffer from the common bias that positive 
outcomes are more likely to be published than negative ones [Kitchenham, 10]. 
Nevertheless, we do not consider this an essential threat to our research as rather than 
focusing on articles that present findings on the impact of these games, we aim at 
eliciting on how these games have been systematically evaluated. 
Identification of studies. Another risk is the omission of relevant studies. In order to 
mitigate this risk, we carefully constructed the search string (see Table 5) in order to 
be as inclusive as possible considering not only core concepts but also synonyms. The 
risk of excluding relevant studies is further mitigated by the use of multiple databases, 
which cover the majority of scientific publications in the field.  
Study selection and data extraction. Threats to study selection and data extraction 
have been mitigated with a detailed definition of the inclusion/exclusion criteria. We 
defined and documented a rigid protocol for the study selection and both authors 
conducted the selection together always discussing the selection until consensus was 
achieved.   

9 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this article, we present the state of the art on how to systematically evaluate 
educational games. We identified 11 articles, describing 7 different approaches to 
evaluate educational games. Most of them are frameworks rather than comprehensive 
evaluation methods, indicating a lack  of support on  how to conduct such evaluations. 
The encountered approaches also vary largely in terms of the quality factors 
evaluated. Besides evaluating the learning effect, they also consider challenge, 
usability, social interaction, etc. showing that there does not exist a pattern of the 
factors to be evaluated. Most of the approaches also seem to be developed in a rather 
ad-hoc manner, not providing an explicit definition of the objective, measures or data 
collection instruments. 

In this respect, two approaches stand out: MEEGA and EGameFlow.  Both 
approaches have been systematically developed by explicitly decomposing evaluation 
goals into measures and defining a questionnaire, evaluated through series of case 
studies. Both approaches focus on the evaluation of learning/knowledge improvement 
and user experience during the game play, including also in case of MEEGA the 
motivation promoted through the game. Currently, MEEGA seems to be used more 
widely in practice being reported by several studies from different authors evaluating 
different games and contexts, confirming also the findings of [Calderón, 15]. On the 
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other hand, EGameFlow seems to have been applied so far only by the authors of the 
model themselves.  

Based on the results of our review it becomes obvious that there exists a need for 
the identification of more consistent and uniform patterns for systematically evaluate 
educational games in order to obtain valid results that can be used to as a basis for 
decision on the application of such games and/or their continuous improvement. 
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Appendix 1 – Data extracted to answer the questions RQ1 and RQ2 
 

RQ1: Which models, methods, scales, or frameworks (approaches) exist to systematically 
evaluate educational games? 

RQ2: Which quality and/or sub-quality factors are evaluated? 
 

Id Reference Name Instructional 
Strategy 

Overview Quality factors Quality subfactors Theoretical basis 

1 [Savi, 11] 

MEEGA (Model 
for the Evaluation 
of Educational 
Games) 

Educational games 
Motivation 
User Experience 
Learning 

Motivation: attention, relevance, 
confidence, satisfaction. 
User experience: fun, competence, 
challenge, social interaction, immersion. 
Learning 

ARCS Model 
[Keller, 87] 
[Sweetser, 05; 
Poels07; Gámez, 
09; Takatalo, 10] 
[Bloom, 56; Sindre, 
03] 

2 [Fu, 09] EGameFlow E-learning games Not Informed 

Concentration 
Goal clarity 
Feedback 
Challenge 
Control 
Immersion 
Social Interaction 
Knowledge 
improvement 

Not Informed [Sweetser, 05] 

3 
[Carvalho, 
12] 

Not defined 
Game-based 
learning 

Not Informed 

Beta testing: 
- Game play 
- Game story 
- 
Mechanisms/Usability 

Not Informed Not Informed 

Not defined 
Game-based 
learning 

Not Informed 

Gamma testing: 
- Knowledge 
- Motivation 
- Satisfaction 
 

Knowledge 
Motivation: competence, interest, 
motivation for Computer Games 
Satisfaction: interest/enjoyment, 
perceived competence, user experience. 

Not Informed 

4 [Ak, 12] Not defined 
Educational 
computer games 

Not Informed 
Enjoyment 
Learning 

Enjoyment: challenge, curiosity & 
mystery, clear goals, social interaction, 
diversion (fun), fantasy, arousal, flow. 
Learning 

[Sherry, 06; Fu, 
09; Garris, 02; 
Berlyne, 60; 
Kiili, 05; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 
91; Freitas, 06; 
Squires, 99] 
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5 
[Mayer, 12; 
Mayer, 13; 
Mayer, 14] 

Not defined Serious games 

 

Game performance 
Game play 
Game experience 
Player satisfaction 
Learning 

Game performance: time, avoidable 
mistakes 
Game play: dominance, influence, power
Game experience: flow, immersion, 
presence 
Post-game: 
Game experience: engagement, fun 
Player satisfaction: clarity, relevance, 
attractiveness, ease of use, interaction 
with others students (social interaction), 
student's efforts, motivation, role 
identification, facilitator 
Learning: player learning satisfaction, 
self-reported, self-perceived learning, 
measured changes in knowledge,  
attitudes, skills, behaviors, asking clients, 
participants. Measured changes in team: 
safety, commitment, performance. 

[Tallir, 07; Oslin, 
98; Baba, 93; 
Trepte, 11; 
Blumberg, 00; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 
91; Admiraal, 11; 
Martin, 08; Mayes, 
11; Boyle, 12; 
Schuurink, 08; 
Olsen, 11; Reichlin, 
11] 

6 
[Connolly, 09; 
Connolly, 08; 
Hainey, 10] 

Evaluation 
Framework for 
Effective Games-
based Learning 

Game-based 
learning 

 

Learner 
performance/Learning 
Learner/academic 
motivation  
Learner/academic 
perceptions  
Learner/academic 
preferences 
GBL environment  
Collaboration between 
players where 
appropriate 

Learner performance 
Learner/instructor motivation  
Learner/instructor perceptions  
Learner/instructor preferences 
Learner/instructor attitudes 
GBL environment: virtual environment, 
scaffolding, usability, level of social 
presence, deployment. 
Collaboration 

Not clearly 
informed 

7 [Freitas, 06] 
Four Dimensional 
Framework  

Games- and 
Simulation-based 
learning 

 

Pedagogic 
considerations 
Learner specification 
Context 
Mode of representation 
 

Pedagogic considerations: learning 
models used, approaches taken. 
Learner specification: learner profile, 
pathways, learning background, group 
profile. 
Context: classroom-based, outdoors, 
access to equipment, technical support 
Mode of representation: level of fidelity, 
interactivity, immersion. 

Not Informed 
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Appendix 2 – Data extracted to answer the questions RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5 
 

RQ3: How data collection and analysis is operationalized? 

RQ4: How 
these 
approaches 
have been 
developed? 

RQ5: How these approaches have been evaluated?  
 

Id Study type Data 
collection 
instrument(s) 

Response 
format 

Data 
analysis 
method(s) 

Development 
methodology 

Evaluated 
factors 

Number of 
applications 

Data 
points 

Data analysis 
method(s) 

Findings 

1 

Non-
experimental 
with case 
study: one-
shot post test 
only 

Questionnaire 

Likert 
scale 
 
Ordinal 
scale 

Descriptive 
statistics: 
histogram, 
frequency 
diagram, 
median, 
mode. 

GQM [Basili, 
94]  
 
Scale 
Development 
[DeVellis, 03] 

Applicability 
Utility 
Validity 
Reliability 

Applied in two 
courses with 3 
games in each 
application 

79 

Intercorrelation of 
scale items 
Item-total 
correlation 
Variance 
Mean 
Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient 

The model was 
considered easy to use, 
requires little 
interruption of classes 
and the measuring 
instrument used for 
data collection 
presented satisfactory 
performance on a 
statistical analysis of 
validation. 

2 

Ad-hoc 
evaluation:  
pre-test/post-
test 

Questionnaire 

Likert 
scale 

 

Descriptive 
statistics: 
mean, SD, 
Pearson 
correlation 
coefficient 
Hypothesis 
testing: 
ANOVA, T-
test 
Qualitative 
analysis 

Scale 
Development 
[DeVellis, 03] 

Item analysis 
Validity 
Reliability 

One application 
in one course 
with 4 e-
learning games 

166 

Mean 
Standard 
deviation 
Extreme group 
comparison 
Test for 
homogeneity 
T-Test 
ANOVA 
Pearson's 
correlation 
Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient 

Statistical analyses 
showed that the scale 
developed in this study 
demonstrates high 
validity and reliability, 
which makes it an 
effective tool for 
assessing ‘‘the level of 
enjoyment brought to 
the learner by e-
learning games.” 

3 

Ad-hoc 
evaluation: 
one-shot post-
test only 

Questionnaire 
Semi-
structured 
interview 

Likert 
scale Not informed Not informed Not informed Not informed 

Not 
inform
ed 

Not informed 

The initial results seem 
to indicate that the 
framework does in fact 
provides a formative 
view of the 
development process 
and allows establishing 

Ad-hoc 
evaluation:  
pre-test/post-

Questionnaire 
Tests 

Likert 
scale 
Ordinal 

Not informed Not informed Not informed 
Applied in two 
classes with 
only one game 

Not 
inform
ed 

Not informed 
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test scale the efficiency of the 
approach in what 
concerns the level of 
knowledge/skills 
achieved. 

4 Not Informed Not Informed 
Not 
Informed 

Not informed Not informed Not informed Not Informed 
Not 
Inform
ed 

Not informed 

The expert analyzes 
and reliability and 
validity analyzes of the 
scale are not conducted 
yet, but the main 
structure of the scale is 
ready. 

5 

Quase-
experimental: 
pre-test/post-
test design 

Not Informed 
Not 
Informed 

Not 
Informed 

Not informed Not informed 
Several 
hundreds of 
sessions 

2164 
 

Not informed 

We demonstrated the 
principles and 
workings of the model 
on the basis of a 
comparative case of 
twelve SGs.  

6 Not Informed Not Informed 
Not 
Informed 

Not 
Informed 

Not informed Not informed 
Evaluated 
through 2 
studies  

Not 
inform
ed 

Not informed Not informed 

7 Not Informed Not Informed 
Not 
Informed 

Not 
Informed 

Not informed Not informed 
Applied to 
evaluate two 
games 

Not 
inform
ed 

Not informed 

This framework 
specifies the gap 
between the 
approaches and 
provides a tool which 
can help practitioners 
to bridge the two 
approaches, facilitating 
more critical and 
reflective process for 
embedding games and 
simulations in teaching 
practice.  
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